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MOTORTRADER

Motor Trader – the leading 
title for the motoring industry 
for over 100 years

Motor Trader provides the latest news, views and 

analysis on Britain’s dynamic car retailing sector. Over 

the course of the year it produces unique industry 

surveys, identifying the Top 200 Franchised Dealers, 

Top 50 Independent Retailers and Top 60  

Movers and Shakers.

Motor Trader has been reporting on this  

fast-changing market for over 100 years.  

Motor Trader is read by senior management  

in franchised and independent car dealers  

as well as car manufacturers, repair garages, 

bodyshops and the aftermarket sector.
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USED CARS SPECIAL

PaintProtectionGet the most from this 
valuable add-on P44

Top carfranchisesWinners and losers in the NFDA 

Dealer Attitude Survey P16

Latest trends and developments in used cars P22
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The Motor Trader Awards is the biggest national 

event of its kind in the car retailing calendar. Launched 

over 28 years ago, the Motor Trader Awards 

acknowledge and reward best practices in car retailing 

across both the franchised and independent sectors. 

The awards feature over 20 categories recognising 

best practice across dealership operations. It also has 

categories acknowledging the best dealerships, dealer 

groups, employers and CEOs in the business.

The rigorous judging process sees Motor Trader’s 

roving judges visit finalists across the length and 

breadth of the UK and report their findings back to 

a specially assembled panel of industry professionals 

who then choose the winners.

The awards are presented at a gala ceremony held 

at the Grosvenor House Hotel, in the  

heart of London’s West End, which is widely 

acknowledged as THE must-attend event  

in the industry calendar.
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MOTORTRADER
INDUSTRY AWARDS



                                            Aftersales Manager 866

      Bodyshop Manager 71

          Branch Manager 173

                 Business Manager/Director 354

     Buyer/Purchasing Manager/Purchasing Director 74

  

                 Dealer Principal 413

              Finance Director/Company Accountant 267

    Franchise Manager 56

                                                                       General Manager 1,365

    HR/Training/Personnel Manager 50

                          Marketing Manager/Director 400

                                                                             Sales Manager/Director 1,578

       Used Car Sales Manager 90

                                                                       Workshop/Service Manager 1,365

Who reads Motor Trader?
Motor Trader is read by Senior Management in franchised and independent car dealers,  
car manufacturers, repair garages, bodyshops and the aftermarket sector.

..........................................

Total  .................................................................................. 

.................................................. 

Motor Trader Average Circulation

(period 1 July 2017 
to 30 June 2018 ABC) 10,098

  Car Manufacturer/Importer 200

  Car Supermarket 163

  Dealer Group (Multi Franchise) 1,237

  Franchised Dealer 3,650

  Independent Car Dealer 3,550

Total 8,800

What is your main business type?
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Features list 2019
These are our planned features for 2019 but they are subject to  
change and additions so contact us for the latest list
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December/January
MT Top 200 Franchised Dealers,  
Auctions & Remarketing,  
New Car Market Insight,   
Used Car Sales (Q3)

February
MT Top 60 Movers & Shakers, Warranties,  
Recruitment , New Car Market Insight

March
GAP Auctions & Remarketing,  
New Car Market Insight, Used Car Sales(Q4)

April
Finance Focus, Online Marketplaces, Property Insight,  
New Car Market Insight

May
Auctions & Remarketing, MT Rising Stars, New Car Market Insight

June
Recruitment  Warranties, New Car Market Insight,  
Salary Survey, Used Car Sales (Q1)

July/August
MT Awards Winners Supplement, GAP,  
New Car Market Insight,  Auctions & Remarketing, Online Marketplace

September
Car Care, New Car Market Insight, Property Insight, Used Car Sales (Q2)

October
Warranties, Auctions & Remarketing, New Car Market Insight

November
MT Top 50 Independent Dealers,  New Car Market Insight

December/January
MT Top 200 Franchised Dealers,  
Auctions & Remarketing,  
New Car Market Insight,   
Finance Focus Used Car Sales (Q3)

JUNE/JULY2017

JUNE/JULY2017
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VAN SPECIAL REPORT Finance

John Kirwan

T
he van market has been on a high with 

record sales for the past four years. Last 

year saw 375,687 vehicles registered as 

fleets and SMEs kicked Brexit fears into 

touch and took advantage of the ultra- 

competitive deals on offer. And behind these sales, 

finance has played a pivotal role. True, after these 

record performances the market has taken a hit in 

2017 but it is still in good fettle. 

Steve Hood, CEO of Trust Ford believes finance 

packages are playing an increasingly important role  

in leasing vans to small companies and individuals.

“There is this growth in financing small business 

so all of our sites have a business manager. It is an 

education process, putting the case for tax efficiency 

and a much better way to use company money, 

leasing vehicles. For many customers it is a new  

way of thinking about finance,” he said.

We asked some of the leading finance providers  

for their take on the market and where they are  

now focusing their efforts to drive sales for dealers. 

Whereas the car market is dominated by PCPs in the 

van sector it is a different matter. According to Jennifer 

Hitchen, head of new business at Mallard Vehicle 

Finance, the most popular form of point of sale finance 

for new and used vans continues to be hire purchase.  

“Vans and other vehicles being used for commercial 

purposes are not well-suited to PCP finance due 

to the mileage limits that are imposed within PCP 

agreements. Vans will usually cover significantly more 

miles than vehicles used for domestic purposes only.  

This will affect their minimum guaranteed future 

value and therefore result in huge additional charges 

at the end of a PCP agreement,” she said.      

“We have seen a gradual increase in the use of 

vans and other commercial vehicles for social and 

domestic purposes, as useful vehicles for home 

improvements and decorating, camper vans and for 

transportation of sporting equipment for motorcross 

and watersports. Consumers are increasingly seeing 

the value of commercial vehicles as they are well-

built, designed to endure and highly practical.”  

For Julian Rance, director of Paragon Car Finance, 

the type of finance being sold depends largely on  

the end user. 

“In our experience hire-purchase or leasing is the 

most popular form as this appeals to our customer 

base of small, entrepreneurial businesses. Our larger 

clients however tend towards contract hire. PCP 

doesn’t generally work well for vans as these are 

working vehicles and, as a result, can lose value 

quicker than would a personal car.

 “Self-employment has increased the size of the 

market in recent years and also led towards lower 

deposits and 0% VAT deferral deals. Again, vans tend 

to be working vehicles and small business owners will 

not generally want to invest a great deal of capital 

into their van over the space of a couple of years. 

Lower deposits are therefore an important differential 

for those looking to purchase a new van.”

Karl Werner, motor division CEO at MotoNovo, 

argued that the market can be split between finance 

for large fleets and SMEs.

“Fleet is heavily oriented towards the new and 

DEEP FOCUS: TrustFord believes 

finance packages are playing an 

increasingly important role  

in leasing vans to small 

companies and individuals

Record performances

Over the past four years dealers have sold record numbers 

of vans as the economy thrived and online deliveries grew
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The most popular form of 

point of sale finance continues 

to be hire purchase

New LCV sales by brand 2016

Brand
Registrations

Ford

115,554

Volkswagen
45,358

Vauxhall
37,727

Peugeot
33,187

Mercedes
32,029

Citroen
27,771

Renault
25,773

Nissan

15,728

Fiat

10,185

Mitsubishi
8,655

Toyota

7,275

Isuzu

5,718

Iveco

4,083

Land Rover
3,934

Renault Trucks
1,132

Isuzu Trucks
384

SsangYong
292

Ldv

237

Great Wall
207

Mitsubishi Fuso
204

Hyundai

105

Dacia

63

Other Imports
86

Total Light CV
375,687

nearly-new category and thanks to the improved 

quality of the product often uses residual value 

products, most notably leasing. In large part this is 

linked to taxation issues and cash flow rather than 

the residual value issues seen in cars. Naturally, 

residual values lean towards the conservative.

“MotoNovo is very active in the used van market 

where HP remains the dominant product. This is a 
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VAN SPECIAL REPORT Volkswagen

centres focused on sub-100 fleets, with bigger fleet 
deals handled by the national sales teams with the centres involved in supply and aftersales.“What’s most important is that we find the right vehicles, the right funding and the right aftersales support for every fleet – whether they’re running one 

or 100 vehicles. For sole traders and SMEs, a different 
level of support might be needed, whether that’s the 
supply of racking, decals or just making sure they’re 
aware of changes in legislation. It’s not just a van – 
it’s a whole mobility package,” he said. As part of this mobility package VW has looked at 
ways of reducing downtime for its business customers 
and in March introduced extended opening hours.“Minimising downtime and maximising uptime is our biggest priority. We’ve taken a pragmatic customer first approach to ensure customers can have 

their vehicle serviced or maintained at a time to suit 
them, on demand.”

The new extended opening hours initiative has been 
rolled out across every Van Centre and authorised repairer which now must offering at least one of the 
four following options: • Vehicle drop-off on demand up to 8pm• Open for business 13 hours a day, three days  a week or more

• Open for business 16 hours a day, three days  a week or more
• Availability of Mobile Service Clinic (see panel) “The extended opening hours service not only accommodates changes in business’ working hours 

and gives customers greater choice and flexibility,  but also helps businesses minimise the impact of costly downtime. As vehicle downtime remains one  
of the most frustrating elements of fleet management, 
with this initiative, we are helping customers manage 
their fleets proactively and efficiently.”  

Curtis Hutchinson

T wo decades ago Volkswagen made a clear distinction between its car and van businesses when it separated its passenger car and light commercial dealer networks. The move proved successful for 
the brand which is now the second biggest seller of 
new vans in the UK after Ford.Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles now has a dedicated network of 72 Van Centres and an additional 24 authorised repairers. As a mark of the strength and independence of the network just 27 sites share showrooms with car dealers. The Van Centres have individual dealer agreements with the brand, completely separate from VW Passenger Cars, and the brands have different franchising teams at head office as well. Over this time the network has built an enviable reputation for the high level of specialist support it offers owners and customers. “We have seen an increase in ROI in Q1 2017, which is testament to the growing strength of our network and having the newest model line-up of any other van manufacturer,” said Carl zu Dohna, director of Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles UK. “Our Van Centres, on the whole, run successful and enterprising businesses and act as excellent agents for the brand. Our focus is on achieving consistency across the network and ensuring that 

each and every one of our partners realises the true 
value of the franchise. The van market is changing: 
we need our dealers to embrace the changes, and understand and adapt to what it means to be a commercial partner to a commercial business.” Like car dealers profitability comes from a mix of new and used sales and aftersales.“Dealers making the most money maximise revenue 

in every area of the business, maximising the return 
on their overheads and taking every new and used sale, rental and aftersales opportunity. “Used vans certainly present a good profit opportunity for most businesses. We also have a head office team who can talk to the dealers about financial performance in depth and work with them to find efficiencies and opportunities,” he said.According to zu Dohna Volkswagen’s specialist approach works well with dealers focused on recruiting the right customer facing staff.“We are continuing to develop our people 

strategy to ensure we have the best people and to have commercial vehicle professionals servicing commercial vehicle customers. There’s a clear correlation between an experienced and dedicated head of business and happier customers and better 
profits. We want the best people running high quality 
businesses: that’s how we will all achieve the best results for our customers and our network.”  Like all van specialist dealers typical customers are 

sole traders, SMEs and larger businesses with the VW 

COMMERCIAL FOCUS: VW has 72 dedicated van dealers and is the second biggest retailer of LCVs

Working it out

Volkswagen pioneered the concept of standalone van 
centres and continues to roll out new customer services

44

27
Number of  

combined VW van 
and car sites

Last December Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles launched the first phase of an ambitious project which could eventually see it offering a mobile van repair service across the UK.
The Mobile Service Clinics initiative currently consists of a fleet of Crafter vans operated by dealers. Each one is driven by specialist technicians who can carry out service work, inspections, air conditioning servicing, MoT repairs, minor warranty work and software updates remotely at  a customer’s fleet base location. With seven clinics in operation and three more in the pipeline, the brand confirmed that national coverage is being planned  for the future. 

VW’s mobile servicing clinic

www.motortrader.com

Unwrapping online sales
41

40 MT MARKET FOCUS Online Car Sales

Curtis Hutchinson

 F or car buyers the online shopping journey is changing with the influx of challenger brands entering the 
traditional classified market and this year’s influx of OEMs offering new cars from their websites.

Online marketing is now, arguably, the most important part of a dealer’s sales activities as this is their first point of interaction with prospective customers. For buyers this is where cars are benchmarked and selected according to price, specification and practicality. For dealers this has always been their opportunity to present used and nearly-new stock in front 

of serious buyers. Now, thanks to the likes of carwow and CarGurus, they can also promote their new car stock.
In tandem with this the OEMs are becoming active in online sales. The concept is not new. Vauxhall launched the first manufacturer online car sales channel a decade ago. It proved to be ahead of its time and was quietly phased out, although the brand has not ruled out a return.This year kicked off with new online sales services launched by Hyundai, Peugeot and Smart. We can also expect similar launches over the coming months from Citroen and Volvo.

As the first to market, Hyundai’s ambitious Click and Buy has caused a stir with its high profile TV and national advertising campaign showing cars being deposited at customers’ homes in Amazon style boxes complete with perforated tear strips.
Customers using the service can choose a car, arrange a trade-in, sort out finance, and pay online. The process is claimed to take just five minutes to complete with the handover taking place at home or from a local dealership.Click and Buy is a natural progression for Hyundai following the opening of its digital outlets with Rockar at London’s Bluewater and Westfield Stratford. Furthermore, it got off to a 

flying start with the first car sold within 48 hours and 23 over the course of January, with most buyers opting to collect from their local dealer.“We’ve spent many years listening to customers and Click To Buy is the result: it’s a site that makes the process of buying a new car easier, simpler and clearer than ever, doing away with haggling through fixed pricing and offering the 
ability to buy a car online in just 
five minutes flat,” said Tony 
Whitehorn, president and 
CEO of Hyundai UK.

Smart’s service also offers 
doorstep or dealer delivery 
and claims to be able to fulfil 
a customer order within 12 
days of credit acceptance.

So does this OEM activity pose 
a threat for the specialist sites which actively market cars for dealers? 

“It was inevitable that OEMs would enter the market and we expect to see more to follow.  What’s clear is the approach they’re taking has a commercial objective at the heart not the needs of the consumer,” said Karen Hilton, carwow’s head of sales operations.
“A recent customer study revealed that for 70% of people the primary reason they’d come 

to carwow was for confidence in the price they were paying, not to find the cheapest price. Therefore OEMs launching online sales platforms does not overcome the fact that for many buying a car is a daunting and uncertain process,” she said. 
“We also suspect that OEMs won’t allow a customer to compare and contrast their products with the competitors, therefore consumers need to shop around four to five websites when carwow allows them to do it all in one place.”

Auto Trader also does not believe the OEM activity will be a threat, maintaining that customers expect choice when shopping online.
“Many manufacturers are heading towards operating their own online sales channels, but we don’t see this as a threat at all. In fact it’s an opportunity. Consumers want ease, transparency and convenience when buying online, and buying a car shouldn’t be an exception,” said Nick King, Insight director at Auto Trader.

The argument is that some customers will find OEM sites too limited. 
“Our research tells us that a third of consumers aren’t sure whether they want to buy new or used so we are focused on ensuring that we offer a great mix of both. The recent launch of virtual new car stock on Auto Trader has helped us to strengthen our new car offering, adding around 10,000 vehicles for consumers to choose from. So we feel that the new OEM sales’ channels 

will further enhance our new car 
journey, and in time will likely 
become a natural extension of 
the new car path to purchase 
journey.”  

The view is echoed by 
Motors whose director of 

marketing and business 
intelligence, Dermot Kelleher, 

believes it is all part of the 
process of offering car buyers what they want.

“We recognise that consumers will use a wide range of websites and resources in their car buying journey. 
“Research we carried out last autumn revealed that 72% of consumers use three or more car search websites alone when finding their next car,” he said. 

“Consumers have come to expect choice in the market and various touch points across 

the industry can only help them make the right choice to suit their lifestyle,” he said.With so much change characterising the start of the year, how will the online customer’s buying experience change over the next 18 months or so?
“I don’t feel the process will change fundamentally, but with economic uncertainty around Brexit and changes to road tax meaning for many a new car will cost more,” said carwow’s Hilton.

“Even people that change their car like clockwork every 36 months will be doing more research and fully considering their options before diving in,” she said.  
With Auto Trader research suggesting the average customer only makes two showroom visits before purchasing, compared with seven visits 10 years ago, online marketing will continue to empower buyers and provide dealers with their best possible opportunity to engage with them. 

2.0
Average number  

of showroom  
visits before a 

purchase

FEBRUARY2017
FEBRUARY2017

FEBRUARY2017
FEBRUARY2017
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Online buying trends
One in ten car buyers are willing to buy a car online without seeing it first, according to new research from the NFDA Trusted Dealers used car website.The research polled the views of 1,000 motorists and found 10% willing to buy online and 7% saying they would put down a deposit online.
As a result of the findings NFDA Trusted Dealers is urging dealers to take advantage of the growing audience online by offering 

customers online deposit and transaction facilities.

“Many of our members already have great websites, but as more consumers become comfortable with buying higher ticket items 
online, dealers need to 
ensure that their sites are 
not just informative and 
engaging, with reviews 
clearly displayed, but also 

allow customers to take 
the purchase as far as they 
want, “ said Neil Addley, 
managing director of NFDA 
Trusted Dealers.

We suspect  
OEMs won’t allow 
customers to compare 
and contrast their 
products” 
Karen Hilton

We’ve spent many 
years listening to 
customers and 
Click To Buy is 
the result” 
Tony Whitehorn

72% of buyers use 
at least three car 
search websites 
when finding 
their next car” 
Dermot Kelleher

We investigate the implications for dealers of carmakers finally launching their own online sales channels

PART AND PARCEL: Hyundai started the year with a multi-media campaign for its Click to Buy car sales channel resulting in 23 sales in January alone
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Full Page £1,800 £1,730 £1,660 £1,550 £1,450

Half Page £1,184 £1,145 £1,105 £1,066 £968

Quarter Page £806 £785 £765 £745 £705
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Online Ads

Leaderboard 
The Leaderboard is placed at the prominent 
position at the top of the Motor Trader website, 
next to the Motor Trader header. 

Ad dimensions: 728 x 90 (w x h)  
Formats: HTML5, JPG, GIF, PNG. Can be static and 
animated. 

£40 per thousand minimum of 20,000 impressions

MPU
The MPU is placed on the right hand side of the 
Motor Trader website, running along our editorial 
stories, can be static or animated, also can be used 
for video.  

Ad dimensions: 300 x 250 (w x h)
Formats: HTML5, JPG, GIF, PNG

£35 per thousand minimum of 20,000 impressions

MPU Expandable
MPU expandable displayed on the right hand side 
of the Motor Trader website as a standard MPU, 
when users hoover over the MPU this will expand 
to the size 600x250 pixels. 

Ad dimensions: 300 x 250 and 600x250 (w x h)
Formats: HTML5, JPG, GIF, PNG

£55 per thousand minimum of 20,000 impressions

MPU Flip Expandable 
The MPU flip expandable is placed at the top of 
the Motor Trader site on the right hand side just 
underneath our social media links. Prominent 
position, when clicked on unfolds out to expand 
to 6 times the size of a MPU. 

Ad dimensions: specific dimensions will be 
provided on booking.

• £750 per week tenancy

Wallpaper
The Wallpaper is a very high impact and 
prominent creative, it wraps around the Motor 
Trader website. Comes with an under nav creative 
so when users scroll down the page it will appear 
underneath the navigation menu.  

Ad dimensions: specific dimensions will be 
provided on booking. 

£1,750 per week tenancy

Sidekick
The sidekick is an expandable ad format launches 
from an IAB standard MPU ad (or other trigger, by 
agreement). Following the initial user interaction, 
the creative smoothly pushes all our other page 
content to the left, revealing a large, functional 
multimedia canvas for your creative. 

Ad dimensions: specific dimensions will be 
provided on booking.

£1,750 per week tenancy

Banderole 
Banderole is a horizontally displayed banner with 
a fixed position that covers website content fully 
from left to right. A banderole doesn't move 
while the page is being scrolled, and shrinks 
automatically (or after click-to-close). It finishes 
up as a block element on the right edge of the 
browser window. It can be expanded again in any 
time after clicking (or optionally, hovering) on the 
bar. 

Ad dimensions: specific dimensions will be 
provided on booking.

£1,750 per week tanancy
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This is a relatively new way to promote your company and individual brands 
on www.motortrader.com launched on the website in July 2018.

Traffic for the Suppliers Network has achieved 18,842 unique page views 
(Google Analytics July 2017 to November 2018)

We build your own micro site within our web site and then promote 
individual pages from your micro site on our main web site.

On your micro site you will have the option to post the following items:

 

So we will, for example, take your press release, once you place it on your 
supplier network page, and then promote it on our home news page driving 
traffic to your supplier network listing.

We will then do this with each of the items you load on to your supplier 
network page.

We will also be sending out fortnightly updates from the suppliers network 
to our entire data base highlighting new content that has been posted, these 
are sent out to over 9,000 and your press release or product page will appear 
on here.

You have back end access and can change any of the content at any time for 
no additional cost; this ensures that you have a regular churn of news stories 
on our site posted by you.
Cost for up graded entry £1,600 per year including 5 additional pages of 
information on your home page and allows you to choose a maximum of 3 
categories to list your company.

This works out at £133.33 a month and offers 
great value for promoting material you 
already have and refreshing with new 
material as and when you are ready.

For information on the suppliers network 
contact Allen Dunn 020 8253 8384  
allen.dunn@motortrader.com

18,842 
unique page

views

Product 
pages 

Press 
releases Videos Case studies

MOTORTRADER

suppliernetwork
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At Motor Trader Jobs, we offer an effective product portfolio that is easy-
to-understand, targets automotive professionals and that delivers results.
Motor Trader Jobs offers different job posting packages and depending on 
your requirement, you can select your job posting package that suits you.
  
Total Reach Package - £949
The Total Reach package is ideal for hard to fill positions, offering promotion 
online and in Motor Trader magazine.

• Quarter-page, half-page or full-page advertisement in the next available 
issue of Motor Trader  magazine

• Hot Job online listing for one month
• Job appears as Job of the Week on ‘The Latest Jobs Bulletin’ jobs 

newsletter for at least one week
•  Full social media support with posting on Twitter and LinkedIn

 

Job of the Week online only - £700
• Our highest-impact online-only package, offering everything in the Hot 

Job, plus...
• Job appears as Job of the Week on ‘The Career Bulletin’ jobs newsletter 

for at least one week
• Job appears on Motor Trader LinkedIn page and Twitter 

Hot Job online only - £550 
• Enhance visibility and response for your ad with a Hot Job 
• The package is the same as the Standard Job, plus…
•  Recruiter appears in the Featured Recruiter box
• Job appears in Featured Jobs box 
• Job appears in The Daily Bulletin 
• Job appears in The Career’s Bulletin jobs newsletter for four weeks

Standard Job Listing online only - £420 
• Promote your job with a standard job listing
• On site for four weeks
• Listing includes your company logo
• All jobs are sent to relevant jobseekers through Motor Trader Jobs by 

Email’ system
 

Prices start at £949 for a Total Reach package to 
include a quarter-page advertisement in print.

£949
Quarter page

£1,200
Half page

£1,400
Full page
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MOVERS&SHAKERSMotor Trader reveals the personalities who impacted the market in 2017
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USED CARS SPECIAL

PaintProtectionGet the most from this 
valuable add-on P44

Top carfranchisesWinners and losers in the NFDA 

Dealer Attitude Survey P16

Latest trends and developments in used cars P22
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Launch your enquiries, sales 

and profits to the next level.

See inside for more details.
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Franchised Dealer Survey

DEC 2017 / JAN 2018
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Eyes on the prize
Ford of Britain’s Andy Barratt on delivering 

dealer profi tability in a falling car market P16
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MT INDUSTRY AWARDS 2018
WINNERS
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Rocking down Electric Avenue:An exclusive interview 
with Alex Smith, MD 
of Nissan Motor (GB) 

Page 18

MT InterviewFRASER COHEN, MD of

Glyn Hopkin Group p22In an exclusive interview with 

Motor Trader, Fraser Cohen, 

managing director of the Glyn 

Hopkin Group, talks about the 

company’s 25 th anniversary
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On the Block
The future for Block Exemption 

after Brexit P12 September sales hitHow WLTP hammered 
September new car

registrations P18

Strategy Overhaul

Pendragon CEO Trevor Finn on the big push on 

used cars, premium brands and exiting the USA P20
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